
Summary

In the world, a great deal has changed especially the speed and the 
range of equipments now connected to Internet. One issue that has 
not changed until today is the way we access the web pages which 
is through ICANN based web addresses e.g agepaperless.com or 
whatreallyhappened.com.

The names are di�cult to remember for most addresses 
nowadays.It was the major cause of the DotCom crash when 
siteowners ran out of cash to advertise their site names few can 
remember. The common ones like “computers.com” have all been 
taken and not available to others both locally and globally as one 
registration covers the globe.

Our AGECityConnect, we expect will change the way people browse the Internet using very easy to 
remember AGECityConnect Multi Indexed/Languages Browser.

www.agepaperless.com

www.paperlesshomework.com

Feel free to visit the website below & place orders:

PAPERLESS HOMEWORK SDN BHD
Company Name:
Paperless Homework Sdn Bhd 

Company Website:
www.agepaperless.com

Description:
The company initially specialized in 
online/o�ine e-learning solutions 
and obtained MSC Status in 2009. 

Since then, the company has made 
a major shift from            education 
to a new project we can catego-
rized as “Smarter Browsing” by 
o�ering a patent pending Multi 
Indexed /languages browser to          
complement all browsers currently 
in the market.

It would be the �rst time ever that 
Internet Browsers can use any 
language to browse the Internet. 
Currently the only way to browse 
with native language is to do 
google search not directly to the 
site wanted.

In the light of such a browser, a 
huge market is now available to 
resellers around the world esp. 
countries e.g  Korea, Japan, China, 
Arab countries etc where English is 
not the native languages to sell to 
companies Indexed names to help 
users to reach their o�cial 
websites.

We shall be very similar to ICANN 
selling web site names , while we 
sell  easy to remember Indexed 
Names of all languages to link to 
the ICANN web sites. 

Licensing/joint development of 
such capabilities are also available. 
Since we are the only party in the 
world providing such a cloud 
based Indexed service, companies 
with abilities to reach out to all 
companies, govts, in the world are 
invited to �nd out the huge 
business opportunities thus 
created by our new invention.

Now users can key in any name e.g 
The Star for www.thestar.com.my

The Sun for www.thesundaily.com.my

三星  for www.Samsung.com.my

中国报 for www.chinapress.com.my

AGECityConnect Domain name  indexed to multiple websites
Each AGECityConnect name can be indexed to one main website and multiple secondary web 
sites.

It would make DDOS attacks more di�cult as attackers have to attack more than ONE site at once. 
If the secondary sites are linked to high capacity hosts like Facebook or twitter then DDOS attacks 
are not easy to achieve.

Local Shortcut names indexing plus Parental control feature
This is very useful for sites that have not been indexed nationally or globally using local native 
languages or non native languages/acronyms.

BH for berita harian’s or The Sun for www.thesundaily.com or “三星” for 
www.threestarsrestaurant.com  instead of the nationally indexed
Samsung Malaysia’s www.samsung.com.my .

Indexing to Multi browsers the USPs describe in 1 and 2 can be used for other browsers like 
Firefox, IE , Safari or Chrome etc.

That means users can type in中国报 for www.chinapress.com.my
 users can easily load it to FireFox or Chrome etc.

First multi-language browser
This feature should enable many to be able to browse the Internet and reach out to the sites they 
like.  Companies and governments can now reach out to the non English educated using local 
language web sites indexed names. 

World’s �rst multi indexed Names e.g. 
Windows Azure to index to 
www.windowsazure.com.my. The former is 
easy to brand and market as well as intuitive. 
Imagine trying to promote the �rst on TVs 
with seconds to spare.
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Products:
AGECityConnect Indexed 
Browser - Version 5-9 

Category:
Internet Indexed Domain names 

Activation Time:
Within 24 hours upon receipt of 
order

Price:
Basic charge will be imposed   
for indexed hits up to certain 
number. Hits beyond base 
number shall be chargeable 
according to the auctioned CPM 
rates.
Low hits names will pay less than 
high hits sites

The pricing to our resellers 
taking up these new business 
opportunities can be disclosed 
privately.

Using acronym “EB” to access www.exabytes.com with 
hyperlinked secondary sites www.exabytes.com and 
www.exabytes.my shown to the left.

Sample only… Ipay88 (note no .com) with DDOS (multiple 
secondary sites) and AGECityConnect CRM page where 
site owners can communicate with sta�, customers, 
general public or co  hosts. Instead communication 
through Skype , twitter etc.

Using native indexed languages name (in this case中国报 
) to access a web site www.chinapress.com.my . Any 
Unicode enabled language may be used.

Shortcut name                 to        address an Arabic site called 
www.arabic-keyboard.org/translate/ . Similarly undesir-
able sites can be indexed to blank pages or other sites as 
desired by the computer user.

Note the notice that “windows azure” name is available for 
subscriptions at the bottom left and just above the 
toolbar. Once taken, this same name “windows azure” will 
land to the purchaser’s sites which can be anywhere. 
Names can be of any Unicode supported language. 

The page is set to a US environment. However, if the 
site is set to say , my for Malaysia, then to access this 
same page , one uses Ron Paul~us  to inform the 
system that this is US based Domain name.

AGECityconnect indexed “Ths Sun” to load on Safari 
browse.Ths sun is directed to Safari browser here.

Key in Matrade to get http://www.matrade.gov.my/ 
(note: very few would know to use .gov.my)


